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Agenda

• The COHS story

• Learning

• Where now?

• Thanks
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“There are two critical areas that are not covered in the [Tender 
evaluation section]

2006: PASA

“Quality:   Trusts should consider the arrangements for clinical 
governance including mechanisms to recruit and develop practitioners, 
clinical audit, customer feedback, and process to clarify reports and 
advice and administer complaints. Services should be able to 
demonstrate that their service meets or exceeds the clinical 
governance standards placed on the NHS.

“Effectiveness:  Providers should demonstrate that they can do the job 
with reference to robust evidence from their work.”

2007: Cheshire tender
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2007: Tender

“The commissioner’s aspirations will not be met by aThe commissioner s aspirations will not be met by a 
transactional relationship.  Success is, however, achievable 
through a new approach. Investment in health leadership offers 
an opportunity for transformation.”

2007: Review

• Components of first rate service in place

• Inefficiencies could easily be reducedInefficiencies could easily be reduced

• Chronic Understaffing ->Disincentivised

• A new model will improve every aspect 
of service

• Medium term priority is transformation• Medium term priority is transformation

– Appoint key people

– Invest in facilities
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• Appointed project director

• Bid for capital

2007: Initiation

• Bid for capital

• Consultation paper

Features of the proposed service:
• Greater use of technology – paper minimisation

2007: Initiation

Greater use of technology paper minimisation

• Pre-placement assessment completely revised

• Case manage a longest absentee list 

• Maximise the use of telephone consultations

• Review patients by exception not routinely 

• Metrics for attendance policy implementation

• Market leading service performance targets 
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2007: Initiation

Success factors

• Teamwork

Pitfalls

• Willingness to invest• Teamwork
– Finance

– HR

– Business development

• Tenacity and risk taking

• Credible leadership

• Willingness to invest

• Desire to retain control 

• Local rivalry
– revenue generation

• Loss of key supporters

• Hard to let go
• Existing transformation 

experience

• Preparedness to change

• Fixed in bottom gear

• April: TUPE Consultation

• May: Start to implement the plan

2008: Transformation

May: Start to implement the plan

• June: Appoint service and nurse manager*

• June: Staff migrate to new posts

• Sept: Service manager begins

• Nov: Initiate consultant post process†

*OH i t i l bl• *OH input invaluable

• †More rigour in consultant appointment than in tenders!

• Good HR advice essential
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“World class collaboration”

“Demand nothing less of us than any other clinical team. We support the 
people providing patient care. We must be at least as good as them.”

• Team completed

• Facilities improved

2009: Early delivery

• Facilities improved

• Visibility

• Team of the year
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2010: Visible early delivery

• Insourcing The Christie
• Corporate Division is clinical

2010: Maturation

p
• 5 year COHS plan
• OH into Trust’s Clinical Strategy
• SLAs with all
• Growing pains – retaining talent

LESSONS
• Some want to talk
• Some don’t want to talk
• Partners not customers
• We haven’t achieved critical mass
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Steering Group

• CEO (chair)

Current model - engagement

• CEO (chair)

• Workforce Directors x 2

• Finance Directors x 2

• Primary care HRD

• Divisional Director x 2

Current model - feedback

• Questions addressed? 73% (75%)

Cl Pl ? 75%• Clear Plan? 75% (77%)

• Clear language? 81% (82%)

• Information? 76% (78%)
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• High satisfaction rates

• Nursing results don’t differ
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BELOW EXPECTED SATISFACTORY ABOVE EXPECTED 
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• Transforming Community Services

• Public Health into LAs

2011: Phase II

• Public Health into LAs

• Industry partners

• Neighbours
– Multi-disciplinary team, similar geography

– Multi-disciplinary team, mixed views on reconfiguring

– Occupational disease unit, no NHS OM consultant

– Lead employer GP trainees, no NHS OM consultantsLead employer GP trainees, no NHS OM consultants

– Lead employer hospital trainees, no NHS OM consultants

– Early partner, reviewing OM support (again)

– Existing contract extended to Q1 2011

Thank you

• Helen Kirk 

• Rachel Alcock (Director of Workforce MCHT)• Rachel Alcock (Director of Workforce, MCHT)

• Sally Campbell (Director of Workforce, ECT)

• Bobby Sharma (Service Manager, COHS)

• Keith Williamson (Nurse Manager, COHS)

• The COHS team

and many othersand many others
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Summary

• This story doesn’t have an ending

• It is not easy

• Failure is not an option

“Demand nothing less of us than any other clinical team. We support the 
people providing patient care. We must be at least as good as them.”
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